D
uring the fall of 2012 and after having been retired for more than a year, I had the opportunity to attend a couple of meetings of the Himes & Duniway Society, a group of Portland bibliophiles and collectors who stand in congenial and cultured contrast to the characters, portrayed with some accuracy, in Portlandia. One meeting took place in the Rare Book Room of the Main Branch (one of the more beautiful public libraries in the country) of the Multnomah County Library and another was held in a private home and it was at that meeting that I was asked to share my thoughts on "Books and Book Collecting: A Personal View."
If ever there was a shooting fish in a barrel topic for a speaker, that was it. But it seems to me that shooting fish in a barrel might be dangerous, especially if there are spectators and the barrel is not bullet proof. And so my topic could likely threaten a listener with terminal boredom even if the audience is a group of like-minded persons, people who like to hear about books, book sellers, book stores, and special collections of books. Digressions bordering on aimless ramblings are seemingly welcomed especially when a common chord is sounded.
What follows is not a transcription of my Himes & Duniway remarks but a variation on a theme, a riff on books and all that they represent.
Larry McMurtry, writing about why he auctioned off a third or more of his book stock said that his heirs were literate but not bookish and he wanted to leave them a more manageable store. (Bowker, 2002) .
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There are not only degrees of connections between and among books and authors, there are intellectual themes and expositions that complement and supplement one another. Any librarian building a special collection or even a general collection must have the collector's instincts and know what a scholar or student curious about one thing or another will need when pursuing a line of thought that is not obvious to the casual eye.
Special collections have an inherent value in their intellectual content and research value. There is aesthetic value, too, in the make-up of the book -paper, typography, binding, illustrations, and design. When these things are brought together in the codex, that perfect technology that defies time, it is no wonder that collectors spend fortunes, large and small, on gathering them together and treasuring them for all of the things itemized above. There are some books so wonderfully designed and presented that once you hold them in your hands, you can't help but read them. They have a feel about them that causes a feeling about them that is more emotion than rational thought.
Collectors know the importance of desiderata lists. Know what you have and know what you need and then familiarize yourself with antiquarian catalogs, second-hand booksellers and their shops, reference works relating to your interest, bibliographies, check lists, and, in these digital times, the Internet, remembering that one bookseller's fine may be another's suitable reading copy. Browsing in a bookshop, antique store, or local charity bazaar allows you the luxury of examining the desired item before buying it. Another advantage of browsing is that you just might find something that you weren't even looking for.
There are many books available about book collecting but, as with Horst Kliemann, collecting should be a passion about something that you like and enjoy. Each book on my shelves has a particular value to me. Some have ephemeral interest, books that I will sell or pass on to others when I have finished reading them. Some have sentimental value, and I wish they didn't because they take up valuable shelf space. But I know from painful experience that I felt such a loss at some discarded volumes that I have, more than once, found another copy and have promised it a permanent home and tender loving care.
Finally, one can spend hundreds of thousands of dollars when collecting truly rare books, but one can build large and satisfying collections on a beer budget. There are many online ways to find and buy items for one's collection (author and subject bibliographies, if available, are invaluable), and I use them regularly, but none of them can match the satisfaction of roaming the stacks of a second-hand bookseller, picking out an attractive (an elusive quality that a book hunter recognizes) volume, carefully removing it (don't pull it off the shelf by its headband, please) from the shelf, blowing the dust off of the top edge, and opening it to the title page to discover a title that you must buy even though you didn't know you were looking for it, didn't even know the book or author existed. When you reach that state, you have the bug -you are a collector. 
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